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ABSTRACT

Internet-of-Things (IoT) offers a big boon towards a massive network of connected devices and is considered to offer coverage to an exponential number of the smart appliance in the very near future. Owing to the nascent stage of evolution of IoT, it is shrouded by security loopholes because of various reasons. Review of existing research-based solution highlights the usage of conventional cryptographic-based solution over the traditional mechanism of data forwarding process between IoT nodes and gateway. The proposed system presents a novel solution to this problem by a model that is capable of performing a highly secured and cost-effective authentication process. The proposed system introduces Authentication Using Signature (AUS) as well as Security with Complexity Reduction (SCR) for the purpose to resist participation of any form of unknown threats. The outcome of the model shows better security strength with faster response time and energy saving of the IoT nodes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Internet-of-Things (IoT) has been slowly capturing the global network integrated with cloud-based services that are characterized by a massive network of different smart appliances [1, 2]. As it connects different forms of devices, it is liable to use various forms and types of communication medium in order to ensure connectivity and data transmission [3, 4]. One of the biggest threats in IoT is the security challenges which have various reasons. At present, there is a billion number of IoT devices that are globally interconnected, and this score of devices is anticipated to exponentially increase in the next few years. Unfortunately, such massive numbers of existing commercial devices are not assessed for lethal security threats in manufacturing companies. Existing producers of IoT devices offer security in terms of updates only for a shorter period of time, which is incapable of resisting lethal threats.

Another significant problem in IoT security is the common threat of Distributed Denial-of-Services [5]. As the IoT nodes are connected via cloud services; therefore, it is eventual that the adversarial affecting cloud ecosystem could also easily affect the devices networks without much effort. Data privacy is another significant problem in IoT as the devices consistently capture the data, processes it, and transmits it to another IoT device [6, 7]. The challenging part in this is that the data of the user are highly distributed and shared among each other, which violate the privacy rights of the user data [8]. Apart from this usage of machine learning and automation is another factor which enhances the features of IoT device with respect to data analytics, but it also invites various security threats. The usage of artificial intelligence is quite inevitable as IoT deals with millions of connected devices [9]. Majority of such tools are highly autonomous, which
contradicts the essential functions of various enterprise applications. At present, there are various existing approaches that have been evolved up discussing the security aspects associated with IoT [10]. A closer look at the existing approaches shows that they are highly specific towards addressing a particular form of the adversary in IoT. Unfortunately, such study approaches could only explain its effectiveness over a certain set of problems, and their applicability is extremely limited to a few sets of attack only. Hence, such approaches are in nascent stages of research and development and require more intensive investigation.

Apart from this, there is another problem associated with topology of an IoT which says that IoT nodes are always required to perform uplink transmission via IoT gateway node that carries out translational services. The problem using this conventional topology is that there is much involvement of time factor, which gives an opportunity to man-in-middle attack to launch an attack. Apart from this, the energy consumption of the IoT nodes will also be high if any complex cryptographic protocol (e.g., Rivest-Shamir Algorithm) runs in its underlying architecture. As the IoT nodes are resource constrained nodes; hence, execution of complex cryptographic algorithm will further drain out the energy of such nodes. Such an implementation cycle offers problems in both security as well as data delivery performances. Therefore, there is a deliberate need of an effective system that can investigate the change of such inherent mechanism of data packet forwarding process such that both security, as well as data delivery performance, should increase. Therefore, the proposed system presents a novel analytical model that is responsible for introducing a secured authentication system, a novel mechanism of the communication process from IoT nodes, and significant saving of energy of the nodes.

There are various existing approaches that have offered discussion about the security approaches in IoT [11]. Most recently, Das et al. [12] have used elliptical curve cryptography in order to offer access control in the IoT environment. The works of Han et al. [13] have presented security modeling using a software-defined network. Approach using shuffling of addresses has been carried out by Nizzi et al. [14] for minimizing the network overhead. The work of Siboni et al. [15] has presented a framework that can be used for assessment of security strength connected with IoT. The authors have also used machine learning process in order to carry out this work. Wang et al. [16] have discussed security approaches using the physical layer in order to incorporate the precise level of secrecy with better adaptability to network alteration. Significance of security and trust is discussed by Hudson [17]. Device authentication problem has been discussed by Hao et al. [18] where the physical layer has been used while Li et al. [19] has used trust factor as a part of the evaluation process.

Privacy is another concern in the IoT system, especially when it handles the massive scale of data and the work of Sollins [20] has presented a conceptual solution for this. Wazid et al. [21] have discussed a key management scheme for promoting the autonomous assessment of security strength. Secure transmission of data using a software-defined network was also proven to offer better security, as seen in the work of Liu et al. [22]. The agent-based mechanism was also used in IoT and cloud ecosystem as MANET finds its ultimate deployment over this. The recent works carried out by Magarino et al. [23] have used agent-based approach for facilitating massive mining data. Another recent work of Fortino et al. [24] has discussed how agent-based mechanism can be embedded with smart objects in the IoT environment. The work of Gargees and Scott [25] has presented a technique for facilitating data structurization over IoT media in order to extract the pattern of communication. However, such studies are more data-oriented and less on security. Another work carried out by Fortino et al. [26] have discussed that hybridizing the characteristics of agents has multiple benefits of communication system assessment in an IoT. The work carried out by Hsieh et al. [27] has constructed the design of an agent using the event-driven approach for constructing the communication mechanism in IoT. The agent-based mechanism was also used in IoT and cloud ecosystem as MANET finds its ultimate deployment over this. Another recent work of Fortino et al. [28] has discussed how agent-based mechanism can be embedded with smart objects in the IoT environment. The work of Gargees and Scott [29] has presented a technique for facilitating data structurization over IoT media in order to extract the pattern of communication. However, such studies are more data-oriented and less on security. The study carried out by Santos et al. [30] has discussed the usage of software agents, along with the incorporation of intelligence. The work carried out by Hsieh et al. [31] has constructed the design of an agent using the event-driven approach for constructing the communication mechanism in IoT. The existing system offers a certain level of advance as well as a certain level of limitation too that are found to affect security features in IoT. The next section discusses the research problems of existing approaches.

Significant research problems are as follows:

a. Adoption of advanced and extensive cryptographic algorithm usage is too high in the existing system without much emphasis on lightweight-based security approach.
b. Existing concepts are bound by the hardware-based architecture of an IoT whereas there is no much attempt toward computational modeling of secure routing scheme in it.
c. Existing approaches to forwarding the data to a fixed IoT gateway suffers from traffic management problem, the energy problem, as well as complex problems.
d. Attack-specific solutions in the existing system are less practical while they do not apply to other dynamic scenarios of attacks in IoT.

Therefore, the problem statement of the proposed study can be stated as “Developing a computational framework where an enhanced and robust authentication mechanism is constructed in order to offer a significant level of secrecy in IoT communication system.”

This part of the study is a continuation of the prior model [32] towards securing the IoT environment. The proposed work is introducing a robust authentication mechanism as well as a novel communication system in IoT. The prime agenda of the proposed system is to ensure that no illegitimate member in the IoT environment could ever participate in the data dissemination process. The developed flow of the proposed system is showcased in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Proposed schema](image)

The above diagram Figure 1 highlights that the proposed system is classified into two modules on the basis of the operation. The first module of AUS (Authentication Using signature) is used for generating the digital Signature while the second module of SCR (Security with Complexity Reduction) is responsible for authenticating the generated messages. The proposed system identifies the strength of using a digital signature, which offers faster security checks as well as cost-effective security incorporation. The module of AUS has three stages of operation while the second module of SCR has four stages of operation where the first and second stage of the operation is common with AUS while the third and fourth stage of the operation is distinct operation in SCR. Apart from this, the proposed system is developed over analytical research methodology where the framework is mainly inclined toward including multi-tier stages of the generation of unique keys in such a way that even if anyone set of keys is compromised, the attacker will never be able to perform decryption. Another uniqueness of the proposed system is that it offers energy saving by introducing a novel concept where the local gateway nodes are selected dynamically, unlike existing system where the IoT devices straight forward message to IoT gateway. The proposed system also introduces IoT access nodes that take input of all the data from distributed IoT gateways.

2. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed concept is designed on the basis of the problems associated with the current communication architecture of the IoT gateway system. According to the existing system, the IoT nodes (which are essentially sensory application) forward their data to the IoT gateway node and then all IoT gateway node forwards the data to the access point that connects directly to cloud services as shown in Figure 2. The biggest challenge, in this case, will be to perform communication between the gateway node as well as all the IoT nodes has to compete to forward data to best gateway node on the basis of distance.
This process is a highly computational expensive process and is not secured as there are all possibilities that some forged data is introduced to the gateway node also and thereby make the entities vulnerable. Therefore, the main novelty of the proposed system is that gateway node is considered as an internal entity and is selected by the IoT devices along with the inclusion of security feature to incorporate secure communication system as shown in Figure 2.

2.1. System strategy

The primary strategy of the proposed system is to introduce the security protocol into two parts viz. i) performing authentication using Signature and ii) minimize computational complexity associated with operation. The secondary strategy is to perform authentication of all the data by jointly using the signature and key management scheme while making it lightweight operation by assuming a user-defined variable construct to be public keys. The tertiary strategy is to apply public encryption with an assurance that private key will be generated and is not required to be forwarded for decryption, which makes the process further lightweight as well as faster validation scheme. Apart from these strategies, the core strategy is carried out for further two operations viz. i) Operation-1: The first operation in the proposed system is associated with performing Authentication Using Signature (AUS). Here, the access node is configured followed by extraction of key and signing process of digital Signature for the transmitting nodes. ii) Operation-2: The second operation is associated with the offering of Security with Complexity Reduction (SCR), and it consists of similar steps of operation as that of Operation-1 with a difference of inclusion of performing signing operation in an active/passive mode of network. Figure 3 pictorially discusses the steps of operation in AUS and SCR.
2.2. System implementation

The discussion of the system implementation is carried out with respect to core modules involved in the proposed system as follows:

2.2.1. AUS (authentication using signature)

The first phase of this module implementation is initialization stage where i) homomorphic encryption is applied in order to cipher the packet to be forwarded, ii) construct a generator for secret key using stochastical approach, iii) usage of simplified hashing operation, iv) selection of master secret key randomly, and v) performing preloading operation of all the system parameters. The second phase of this module implementation is constructing secured & efficient keys where the following operation takes place e.g., i) obtaining private key from the master matrix (from initialization step), ii) performing signing process of the digital Signature randomly, and iii) authentication on the basis of the time stamp to check the freshness of the obtained message. Upon finding the correct time, the IoT node performs the computation to find if the obtained message is originated from the legitimate user. The third and last phase of this module implementation is to perform secure transmission of the packet. Following are the sequence of the operation carried out in this implementation phase viz. i) the generation of the signal is carried out using time stamp $T_1$ (from leaf IoT node to access points) and user-defined information of the IoT node. In parallel, the internal communication of specific IoT domain is secured by generating Signature using different time stamp $T_2$ (from dynamic local IoT gateway node to access points). In this process, an embedded packet about the identity-information of the IoT node, a pseudonym, as well as updated $T_2$ information is transmitted by the accessnode to the IoT nodes. This information set will be utilized for performing a signing operation as well as performing authentication. The next step is to perform a computation of a dynamic threshold score which will be used as a decisive parameter if the IoT device to be selected to execute the role of the dynamic local gateway node. However, there is a criterion of choosing an IoT node to act as a dynamic local IoT gateway node. The proposed system compares the value of the dynamic threshold with the anticipated probability of an IoT node to become a dynamic local IoT gateway node. If the anticipated value is found less, the IoT node is declared to act the role of dynamic local IoT gateway node. An IoT node then transmits a beacon to the adjacent nodes where the beacon is appended with the digital signature. In the next step, an IoT node that chooses to act as a leaf node will now select its dynamic local IoT gateway node on the selection criteria of highest strength of signal associated with the beacon forwarded by the newly elected dynamic local IoT gateway node. In the next step, a dynamic local IoT gateway node transmits an instruction where the transmitted data should be further appended with digital Signature in next round of communication. This new instruction message includes provisioning of identity information of dynamic local IoT gateway node and $T_1$ information. After this phase of operation, the captured information from the IoT node is transmitted to the access node via a dynamic local IoT gateway node as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. implementing authentication using signature

2.2.2. SCR (security with complexity reduction)

This is the second part of the implementation that is meant for minimizing the possible complexity that could arise owing to the inclusion of digital Signature. The process of SCR is nearly equivalent to that of AUS with a slight difference in the process of key management in SCR. Following are the steps of operation
viz. i) the first implementation is initialization phase which is same as that of AUS where an encryption key is generated followed by random generation of the secret key and hashing operation is applied on the top of it. ii) the second implementation is constructing secured & efficient keys which slightly different process happens as compared to AUS e.g., i) the first sub-operation is to obtaining private secret key prior to applying digital Signature, ii) the second sub-operation in SCR is very new where a passive mode of signing operation is introduced. According to this, an IoT node generates a random value along with instantaneous data and repositis it for the purpose of signing. This operation can be carried out only by IoT node or by access node only. iii) the third sub-operation in SCR is called an active mode of signing where a dynamic signature is computed by the IoT node on the basis of the ciphered data and Signature obtained in the prior sub-operation stage. The transmitting node then forwards the packet to the destination IoT device using this Signature of active mode, iv) this is the authentication step where all the received messages are subjected to authentication on the basis of the timestamp. Upon finding the correct timestamp, the IoT device (destination node) performs the computation to evaluate if the obtained data are legitimate or not. This is followed by forwarding the packet to the next IoT node and continues until it is upload over the cloud via an access point.

Algorithm for Authentication

Input: n (IoT nodes), a (geographical area of deployment), \(l_{ap}\) (location of access point), e (initial node energy), p (probability of local dynamic gateway)

Output: Sig (generated Signature)

Start
1. init n, a, \(l_{ap}\), e, p
2. mem struc \(\leftrightarrow \text{mkey}\)
3. For i=1:n
4. \((\text{keys}) \rightarrow k_{gen}(m_{sk}, n_{prime})\)
5. \(\alpha = n_{max}(\theta)\)
6. select \(\alpha\) with \(\arg_{max}(\text{dis})\)
7. \(\text{Sig}_{gen} \rightarrow f(m, k)\)
8. End
End

The proposed algorithm takes the input of n (IoT nodes), a (geographical area of deployment), \(l_{ap}\) (location of access point), e (initial node energy), p (probability of local dynamic gateway) which after processing yields the outcome of Sig (generated signature) that is basically used for authentication. The algorithm shows that after initialization of parameters is done (Line-1), it constructs a memory structure where the master key mkey is retained (Line-2). The proposed algorithm considers all the IoT nodes (Line-3) and executes its primary initialization of parameters for random key generation (Line-4). A function \(k_{gen}\) is constructed that takes the input of master secret key msk and prime number nprime in order to generate private keys (Line-4). The proposed system then applies the concept of AUS, which performs a selection of dynamic local IoT gateway node where only the node which is non-draining of energy is considered and (Line-5). The process also considers a parameter \(\theta\) is introduced for ensured the inclusion of eligible IoT gateway node dynamically. Finally, the best IoT gateway node is selected locally on the basis of minimum distance (Line-6). The next process is to generate the signature sig using an encryption function \(f(x)\) considering the input argument of message m and encryption keys k (Line-7). Similar steps are iterated for the SCR approach with the inclusion of the active and passive mode of operation. The complete algorithm of SCR works on compile time and perform autonomous election of dynamic local IoT gateway node, and it doesn't require any packet to be transmitted in order to obtain information. The similar process of incorporation of the digital Signature used in AUS is also used in SCR except with the exception of the inclusion of the active mode of signature generation. The final step of the algorithm performs forwarding of the data to the access node that finally user can access it via cloud services. Hence, the proposed system offers a cost-effective security algorithm which is highly non-recursive in its operation and yields faster generation of the secret key. Apart from this, the proposed system offers perfect data security while performing transmission. The next section discusses the result obtained.

3. RESULT ANALYSIS

As the proposed system introduces an authentication method where encryption mechanism using signature generation (AUS) and signature validation (SCR), therefore, it is anticipated that there could be a consumption of energy eventually. Therefore, the proposed system considers being benchmarked with certain energy efficient system of existing literature connected with IoT. We find the work carried out by
Shen et al. [33] has proven the best possible energy efficiency in IoT, and therefore, we are going to compare our authentication approach to find how much it offers better performance over current standards. In order to perform a comparative analysis, only the core approach of Shen et al. [33] has been utilized over the same test environment of the proposed system. The analysis was carried out over 100-500 IoT nodes, while scripting is carried out on MATLAB.

The inference of the obtained results is discussed as follows:

a. Security Performance Analysis

The proposed system is designed to resist different types of attacks e.g., wormhole attack, sinkhole attack, denial of service attacks, as well as physical attacks too. Irrespective of any types of attacks, the possibility of decrypting the ciphered message is not possible by any legitimate IoT nodes owing to the dependencies on authentication using digital Signature. Another interesting point is that usage of digital Signature has to be always computed, and there is no apriori information set in memory, and therefore, the Signature generated is highly secured, and its authentication policy (SCR) further gives proof of validation. Hence, it is not possible for an attacker to even gain even the encrypted data as the next module of authentication will fail the adversary as it will no have the model to compute the dependencies of validation model. Apart from this, we have not used any form of complex encryption usage for which reason; the processing time is found to be significantly low as compared with the existing system as shown in Figure 5(a). It can also be seen that the proposed system offer reduced time consumption to perform signature validation, and this protects the proposed system from a man-in-middle attack, also owing to faster response time.

b. Energy Performance Analysis

If a security algorithm is proven to be energy efficient that it can be claimed that it offers better network lifetime, which will directly contribute towards packet delivery performance too. It is essential that a maximum number of devices in IoT to retain maximum information as securing device-to-device connectivity will also require devices to have better resource availability. Hence, energy is a very important performance parameter. Normally, an IoT device consistently drain energy for two reasons viz. i) energy required for capturing, processing, and managing the data and ii) transmitting the data. The reason behind the fact that proposed system offers better energy conservation performance as because viz i) the proposed system is completely independent of location of IoT gateway as well as access node which is very much unlikely in existing system, and ii) the proposed system doesn't need to allocate maximum energy to perform processing of the data as the processing doesn't include complex cryptographic function. It will mean that the problem of performing a maximum number of processing over iterative steps in conventional cryptographic approach has been bypassed in the proposed system. Owing to this principle, the proposed system is found to offer energy efficiency as seen from the highest residual energy as shown in Figure 5(b).

Figure 5. Comparative analysis (a) Processing time (b) Residual energy
4. CONCLUSION

The presented study has discussed that it is quite a difficult task to offer full-fledged security using a conventional mechanism of routing in IoT. It is because it neither offers security neither they are resource friendly. Moreover, the proposed study also discusses that replacement of existing communication technique by introducing an access node and different work principle of IoT nodes and devices could offer more comprehensive communication system to save energy. This, in turn, will support the workability of the encryption algorithm. Therefore, the contribution of the proposed system are as follows: i) in spite of forwarding the aggregated data from IoT nodes to static IoT gateway, the proposed system enables IoT nodes to dynamically select another IoT node to play the role of the gateway node. This principle offers good energy saving that is required to support encryption policy, ii) the proposed system introduces a novel authentication system using digital Signature where in spite of allocation static signature, the system chooses to generate it based on the traffic condition of the IoT nodes, and iii) the proposed system offers faster processing time as well as is energy efficient as compared to existing algorithms in IoT.
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